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tect who m his cannibalism sucks in the Emperor s
civilisation but loses his former magical power
Again come darkness ind deafening noise but
this time the Architect descends taking over the
Lmperor s role
As in Tnana s more di«ciphned The Cntmnals
the dramatic movement is cyclical the remorse
ipss self deetroi ing recurrence of obsession
especially guilt ridden hate and dependence on
the mother The play has some root in an thro
jiologj and recalls Artauds theories exposing
i ana most grisly unconscious motivation and
Oeploymg a most extensive range of theatrical
devices Garcia the producer use^ brilliant
lighting baroque music and even an electric
lork lift truck on which to mount a crucifixion
saanence and the Emperor s slow giving birth to
the Architect'
lense and exciting m its a sault on the senses
ird sensibilities the work can yet have a shatter
nig effect on the audience which is implicitly
called on to play the exhausting role of untrained
isychhtrist unable to further any resolution
The basic subject is that of Aeschylus The Lumen
i 'es (sef H30)—matricide pursued by guilt But
tae Greek tragedy is in effect exhilarating achiev
mg that therapeutic catharsis described by
Aristotle
I aao Babel (1894-1841)
Between 1937 and 1957 the work of Babel the
Pussian Jewish short story writer was banned in
1 ussia He died in Siberia Sunset the first of
h s two extant plays produced in Eussia under
Stamslavskv in 1928 appeared on B B C tele
vision m 1904
Mania    1987    P
Written m 1833 but not yet professionally
produced in Eussia Mama is set in. Petrograd in
Tebruary 1920 It evokes a precise period m
history—the flux and confusion just before the
Bolsheviks con olidated their power in March 1920
The organisation of the play is poetic the bal
ance and interplay between two social milieus
One is the decayed elegance of the liberal mtel
ligentsia focused in the home of Mukovmn a
former General where the men are -well disposed
but impotent the women unchaste The other is
the squalid house where Dymschits the Jewish
merchant turned black marketeer lives with hie
hangers on and crooks
As in Chekhov the characters are studied m
psychological depth and the quiet naturalism of
the style is. sometimes startled by sudden violence
as in the shootings after the rape of Ludmilla
Alukovnin s younger daughter and the hut be
t*een the two households
1ames Baldwin (b 1934)    See also M8
Baldwin is an American Negro novelist and
e=sayist and a champion of Civil Eights
The Amen Corner    1965
Acted by a Negro cast including angers of
1 pirituals the successful play gently probes the
•-enuine and the self deluded elements in religious
experience
Famuel Beckett (b 1906)   See also MB
Beckett an Anglo Irishman who has made his
home in Erance is both novehst and the most
distinguished of the English dramatists of the
A.bsurd His world is drastically limited peopled
chiefly by old men awaiting their death but it is
the profoundly tragic world of Lear in the storm
and it is conceived with the intensity and haunting
power and suggestiveness of the true poet
His work is poetic in its verbal imagery some
times as searching and macabre as that of "Webster
and his dramatao prose lias ait underlying poetic
rhythm often more flexible and effective than that
of Eliot's Terse. In structure Ma plays have a
poetic symbolism a latent significance, Hke that of
the novels of James Joyce Beckett's close friend
and their striking visual imagery has a kind of
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theatrical poetry as for instance the two tramps
at the foot of a bare tree in Waiting for Godot
It is remarkable that so literary a playwright
should also have succeeded with the wordle s
mime play
Beckett s chief weakness as a dramatist is that
the action and visual imagery ore frequently too
Uatic as in the motionless dustbins in End Game
much less effective theatrically than lons^cos
movable chairs
F~aihiW Jor Godot    ISoo    3?
This tantalising and compelling tragi comedy
Beckett1? masterpiece originally written m
French and produced in Pans in 1953 vas later
translated and performed in more than tventy
countries
Character and incident are pared to the bone
and only a skeleton situation remains At
evening on a desolate road bare but for a
sincle tree two wretched tramps "Vladimir and
Bstragon nicknamed Didi and Gogo wait for a
mi stenous Mr Godot As they while away the
tune with desultory talk and clowning a tragi
farcical diversion is provided by the entry of Pozzo
and Lucky bullying master and wretched slave
and a boy later brings a message that "VIr Godot
cannot come but will arrive the next evening
After discussing whether or not they shall hang
themselves from the tree the tramps decide to go
away for the night but remain on the spot
Act n presents Next day same place the
only difference being that the tree has sprouted
a few leaves and the basic pattern of Act I is
repeated
Although by the skilful use of music hall
techniques Beckett presents his tramps in the
guise of amusing clowns they are at the same time
pathetically human as they waver between suicide
and irrational hope A fretful affection, has kept
them together over fifty years and their dis
positions are complementary possibly even rep
resenting different aspects of the one personality
Pozzo and Lucky anotner pair of contrasting
characters are portrayed more farcically The
loud confident Pozzo drives Lucky in as if he
were a beast of burden Lucky carries m his
mouth the whip with which he is beaten and hum
)ly obeys every insolent command He dances
for Pozzo and even thinks for him in their
second appearance Pozzo is blind and Lucky
dumb
They may be considered personifications re
spectively of master and slave worldly material
ism and higher values the physical and the
intellectual body and soul or the two aspects of a
sado masochistic relationship
The play as a whole is a most complex dramatic
symbol expressing man s anxiety and suffering as
to his origin and destination
The uncertainty is aymbohsed by the characters
confusion as to even the physical actualities of
tune and place but the dominating symbol is the
tramps doubt as to Godot s identity and purpose
Such an oversimplified interpretation as to
equate Godot with God is inadequate yet the play
has undoubted Christen references A tree is
frequently used as an emblem of the Cross
Beckett questioned about its theme quoted a
wonderful sentence in Saint Augustine	Do
not despair   one of the thieves was saved    Do
not presume   one of the thieves was damned.
Beckett neither a.fflTniB nor denies Saint
Augustine s statement but inverts it into a ques
tion more distressing than direct denial Can
we any longer accept the existence of divine
grace and judgment? It is a auestion such as
this that gives to the play its symbolic shape of
doubt and which is cogently expressed in the
theatrical image of two outcasts at the foot of a
tree a tree of life which puts forth leaves a tree of
death which they contemplate using as a gallows
Yet the significance of the play is even deeper
than an exploration of religious doubt its appeal
wider and more contemporary Hie anguished
uncertainty of tie 20th century is whether life
has any meaning whatsoever and the play shows
the Buffering of man lost and anxious in an
apparently meaningless universe.
Some have considered it to be written from, the
point of view of ertatentlaHsm continuing vainly
to hope for a supernatural revelation, the tramps

